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Following are the different scenarios (or games within the game) 
that can be played using the units included with Blue Cross, White 
Ensign. Included with each scenario are the following details:

Background: Historical detail concerning the battle fought.

Turns: Length of the scenario. After the indicated number of 
turns has been played, calculate victory points to determine the 
winner.

Audacity: The Audacity modifier for each nationality involved 
in the battle. These values are used to determine different modi-
fiers used during the course of the game.

Wind: The initial wind direction. Place the Wind marker on top 
of the directional compass with its arrow pointing at the wind 
direction number. If using a map configuration that includes 
two or more compasses pointing in different directions, use the 
compass on the map with the lowest identification letter.

Configuration: The manner in which several map sheets should 
be configured to construct a complete map. When assembling 
the map, the short edges will slightly overlap and the long edges 
should touch without overlapping. When two long edges abut, 
the unnumbered half-hexes are considered part of the matching 
numbered half-hexes on the adjacent map.

Shallows: Listing of which shoals will be in use and the modi-
fiers to use when checking for grounding. Anchoring may only 
be used in scenarios where shallows are used.

Units: Ships and commanders in play or noted as reinforcements. 
Each ship is noted with the map on which it starts and its bow/ 
stern hexes for large ships, or a single hex number and a direction 
number for small ships. 

The following are special rules and considerations when playing 
the scenarios included with this volume of Flying Colors. 

Russian Edinerogs
During the late 1760s, Russian ships of the line began carrying 
devastating new weapons called “edinerogs” (“unicorns” in 
English). These guns were designed to fire incendiary shells as 
well as solid shot of up to 63 pounds. They were mounted in one 
or two pairs amidships on each gun deck, replacing a roughly 
equivalent number of long guns. Edinerogs were notoriously 
unreliable, but provided a marked advantage in combat when 
used successfully. The devastating impact of incendiary shells on 
wooden warships caused Russia’s enemies to publicly denounce 
the use of edinerogs, though privately many of them questioned 
the value of the new weapon due to its reliability problems.

Availability: Any Russian ship armed with edinerogs has an ‘e#’ 
value on its counter, below the Hull Hit value. A ship without 
this value is not armed with edinerogs.

Usage: Whenever an edinerog-armed ship opts to fire, the active 
player declares if the edinerogs will be used. The edinerogs may 
only be used if the amount of hull damage currently sustained by 
the firing ship is less than the edinerog value. If this is the case, 
the edinerog ‘effect’ number is equal to the difference between 
the edinerog value and hull damage sustained by the active ship. 
This resulting effect number is a positive die roll modifier on the 
Hit Result Table. Additionally, every successful attack involving 
edinerogs results in a check for fire (as if an asterisk result was 
rolled on the Hit Result Table). Successive attacks with edinerogs 
may result in multiple fires breaking out on board the targeted 
ship—use the special markers provided for ships that have more 
than one fire on board. Edinerog fires may exist alongside normal 
fires, and each one must be extinguished separately during the 
Ship Status Check Phase.

Example: Rostislav has an e3 rating below its Hull Hit value. If 
it sustains one point of hull damage, its edinerog effect number 
is two. Rostislav will receive a +2 die roll modifier if it uses 
edinerogs while firing at an enemy ship.

Hazard: If, after declaring that a ship will use its edinerogs, the 
unmodified die roll on the Hit Result Table is less than or equal to 
the firing ship’s edinerog effect number, a gunnery accident has 
occurred. The firing ship immediately sustains one point of hull 
damage. Additionally, roll another die and deduct the edinerog 
effect number (taking into account the hull damage just sustained) 
from the result. If the result is one or less, the firing ship is also 
on fire. As with targeted ships, Russian ships that use edinerogs 
may have more than one fire at the same time and must extinguish 
each one separately during the Ship Status Check Phase.

Design Your Own
If you want to try something a little different, or want to design 
a scenario for tournament use, you can use the build values of 
the ships to create balanced fleets. First determine the number of 
points each player has to spend (75 to 100 points provides moder-
ate sized fleets). When purchasing fleets, ships and commanders 
are worth their victory point values in points. A fleet must start 
with at least one commander. Use one map for smaller scenarios, 
two for mid-sized and three for large scenarios. 

Once the fleets have been purchased and the sides determined 
(A or B), the B player should set his fleet up near the center of 
the board in the desired formation. Player A then selects a side 
of the board where his fleet will enter in formation. After these 
steps have been completed, roll to determine wind direction.

Turns: 15 (more or less as desired).

Audacity: After the fleets have been built, each player should 
roll a die and add the number of unspent build-points to the roll. 
The high roller gains one Audacity point. A tied roll is won by 
the player who spent fewer points. If the same amount was spent 
by both players, reroll.

North Edge: Select as desired.

Wind: Roll a die. On a 1-6, position the Wind marker to point 
in that direction. On a 7-0, roll again.

Shallows: Select as desired.

Side A: Side with Audacity. Automatically has initiative for the 
first turn.

Side B: Side without Audacity.

Tournament Play
Players may wish to use Flying Colors for tournament play. The 
historical scenarios all have an inherent bias toward one side or 
the other in the form of the Audacity rating. The side with the 
higher Audacity is expected to win most of the time. This is by 
design, but it makes for boring tournament play!

For those wanting to play Flying Colors competitively, these 
options are suggested:

•  The Break Check rolls are triggered as soon as an enemy ship 
is damaged (as opposed to sunk, struck or captured). This will 
drastically shorten each game.

•  Players should secretly bid positive die-roll modifiers to the 
Break Check roll to play the side with the higher Audacity. For 
example, if one player bids two points to play the historically 
superior side, the other player may add two (+2) to the Break 
Check die rolls. Tied bids should be bid again no more than 
three times. If bids are still tied after the third bid, roll a die. 
The high-roller wins the bid to play the superior fleet.

INTRODUCTION SPECIAL RULES
Turkish Break-Off
The Turks tended not to stick around when the going got tough. 
To simulate this, they must apply a –2 modifier to their Break 
Off rolls.

Turkish Movement Bonus
Due to their coppered hulls, Turkish ships automatically gain an 
optional +1 movement point bonus as long as they start a turn 
with at least one movement point. Ships at Full Sail may add up 
to +2 points. The Turkish player must declare if a ship is using 
this bonus at the start of its move.

Frigates in the Line
Frigates were included in a fleet’s battle line as matter of course 
by the Russian, Swedish, and Turkish navies. Due to this, Series 
Rule 3.7.2 is not in effect for BCWE scenarios. Unless noted 
otherwise, small ships may be targeted without restrictions.

Victory Point Determination and Victory Levels
When a scenario is completed, whether by Break Off or comple-
tion of the last turn, calculate victory points normally. Multiply 
this total by one plus the opponent’s Audacity rating. In the 
case of a Break Off, the retreating side then divides its total in 
half. The side with the higher total wins a normal victory. If the 
totals are tied, the side with the lower Audacity rating wins a 
marginal victory.

DESIGN NOTE: This rule is geared toward the scenarios 
included in this volume of the Flying Colors series. You can 
try to use it with previous volumes as well, but you may get 
some odd results. We plan to use it going forward as well.
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Battles in the Baltic Sea
Battle of Gogland
6 July 1788 - The Russian war with Turkey that had broken out 
roughly ten months before offered an opportunity to Swedish 
King Gustav III. With most of the Russian army and navy oc-
cupied in the Levant, Gustav was free to recapture lost territory 
in the Baltic. He decided to send an invasion force consisting 
of 8,000 men transported in galleys, supported by a fleet of 
frigates and ships of the line commanded by his brother, Prince 
Karl (Duke of Sodermanland). The Russians caught wind of 
the Swedish troop movements, but did little to interfere. Prince 
Karl’s fleet intercepted a Russian convoy bound for Copenha-
gen, but could not engage it since Gustav had not yet declared 
war. The Swedish fleet was finally freed to attack on 26 June.

Prince Karl was ready to hunt down the Russian Baltic fleet, 
but he soon discovered that his king had made an error. The 
Swedes declared war too early, before the bulk of the Russian 
Baltic fleet had left to support the war against Turkey. Instead 
of the nine ships of the line he had been told to expect, Prince 
Karl intercepted nearly twice as many under Admiral Samuel 
Greig (a British-born commander in Russian employ). 

The Swedes met the Russians in good order on 6 July near the 
island of Gogland. The Russians began the battle in some disar-
ray due to confusion about their orders. Greig, an aggressive 
commander, ordered his flagship, the Rostislav, to close with 
the Swedish flagship, the Gustav III. The Russian line includ-
ing and forward of the Rostislav outgunned the forward part of 
the Swedish line as the latter was weakened by the inclusion of 
frigates. The rear of the line, still in disarray, fared much worse. 
The battle itself was quite evenly matched. Maneuvers were 
difficult due to the calm weather, and both sides blasted away 
at each other for several hours until the sun set. The Swedes 
lost the Prins Gustav and the Russians lost the Vladislav. Both 
fleets separated in the dark and made no attempt to engage 
the following day, opting instead to find safe harbor and refit.

Turns: 20

Audacity: Swedish (0), Russian (1)

Wind Direction: 6 (Calm)

Maps: GH

Prins Karl .............................................................H3213-3212
D. Sofia Magdalina (with Linderstedt) ................H3216-3215
Prins Frederik Adolf ............................................H3219-3218
Kron. Gustav Adolf ..............................................H3222-3221
Gripen  ..............................................................G3206 (Dir 4)
Omheten ...............................................................G3209-3208
Prins Gustav (with Wachtmeister) ........................G3212-3211
Rattvisan ..............................................................G3215-3214
Camilla ..............................................................G3217 (Dir 4)
Enigheten .............................................................G3220-3219
Froja ..................................................................G3222 (Dir 4)
Dygden .................................................................G3225-3224

RUSSIAN:
Deris‘ ...................................................................G4602-4601
Pamiat’ Evstafii ....................................................G4504-4503
Ioann Bogoslov ....................................................G4407-4406
Vladislav ..............................................................G4208-4207
Kir Ioann (with Fondezin) ...................................G4410-4409
Iaroslav ................................................................G4513-4512
Mecheslav ............................................................G4215-4214
Viktor ...................................................................G4516-4515
Boleslav ...............................................................G4318-4317
Iziaslav .................................................................G4323-4322
Rostislav (with S. Greig) .......................flagship, G4328-4327
Mstislav ................................................................G4332-4331
Pyotr .....................................................................H4302-4301
Elena (with Spiridov) ...........................................H4307-4306
Rodislav ...............................................................H4311-4310
Vysheslav .............................................................H4315-4314
Vseslav (with Kozlyaninov) .................................H4319-4318

SWEDISH:
H Elisabet Charlotta .............................................G3204-3203 
Vasa ......................................................................G3228-3227
Gustav III (with Prince  Karl) ..............flagship, G3231-3230
Faderneslandet .....................................................G3234-3233
Aran .....................................................................H3203-3202
Minerva .............................................................H3205 (Dir 4)
Forsiktigheten ......................................................H3208-3207
Thetis ................................................................H3210 (Dir 4)

SCENARIOS
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Battle of Oland
15 July 1789 - The initial Swedish attempt to regain territory 
through a surprise attack did not work. The next several months 
were spent regrouping in an effort to assemble a larger force 
for a protracted war with Russia for control of the Baltic. The 
Russian fleet separated into three groups and each put into a 
different port to refit over the winter. The Russians suffered a 
setback during this period when Admiral Greig died and was 
subsequently replaced by a series of ineffective commanders.

As spring approached, Gustav’s fleet was ready to sail and 
could have acquired decisive control over the Baltic as its 
strength was greater than any two of the three Russian groups. 
Unfortunately, whereas Gustav attacked too soon in the first 
operation, he waited too long in the second, acting only after 
the northern-most Russian fleet escaped through the ice that had 
been keeping it bottled up in port. Additionally, command of the 
Russian fleet had fallen to Admiral Chichagov who was far more 
effective than his predecessors. Chichagov combined much of 
his fleet at Revel and headed out in search of the Swedes.

Prince Karl, still in charge of the Swedish fleet, moved at a 
leisurely pace, giving his fleet time to train. After meandering 
somewhat aimlessly, the Swedish fleet came into contact with 
Chichagov during the evening of 13 July. The fleets continued 
to close during the 14th, but Prince Karl kept his distance due 
to high seas that rendered his ships’ lower gun ports unusable. 
The battle commenced around 2:00 PM on the 15th, with the 
Swedes in some confusion due to conflicting orders issued by 
Prince Karl. He ordered his fleet to attack the Russian rear while 
also ensuring that its own van was not flanked. This caused the 

SWEDISH:
Dristigheten ........................................................... I4810-4809
Rattvisan ............................................................... I4807-4806
Zemire ................................................................ I4804 (Dir 4)
Gota Lejon ............................................................ I4802-4801
H Elisabet Charlotta (with Modee) ......................H4833-4832
Drott Lovisa Ulrica ................................................ 4830-4829
Thetis ................................................................H4827 (Dir 4)
Manligheten .........................................................H4825-4824
Uppland .............................................................H4822 (Dir 4)
Omheten ...............................................................H4820-4819
Prins Karl .............................................................H4817-4816
Galathee ............................................................H4814 (Dir 4)
Forsiktigheten ......................................................H4812-4811
Vladislaff .............................................................H4809-4808
Gustav III (with Prince Karl) ..............flagship,  H4806-4805
Kon. Adolf Frederik .............................................H4803-4802
Faderneslandet .....................................................G4834-4833
Minerva .............................................................G4831 (Dir 4)
Vasa ......................................................................G4829-4828
Riksens Stander ...................................................G4826-4825
Eurydice ...........................................................G4823 (Dir 4)
Dygden ................................................................G4821-4820
Gripen ..............................................................G4818 (Dir 4)
Aran ....................................................................G4816-4815
D. Sofia Magdalina (with Liljehorn) ..................G4813-4812
Tapperheten ........................................................G4810-4809
Froja .................................................................G4807 (Dir 4)
Enigheten ............................................................G4805-4804
Prins Fredrik Adolf ............................................G4802-4801

RUSSIAN:
Mstislav ................................................................. I3220-3219
Deris’ ..................................................................... I3217-3216
Pobedoslav ............................................................ I3214-3213
Dven Apostolav (with Spiridov) ........................... I3211-3210
Prints Gustav ......................................................... I3208-3207
Vysheslav .............................................................. I3205-3204
Boleslav ................................................................ I3202-3201
Kir Ioann ..............................................................H3233-3232
Sviatoslav .............................................................H3230-3229
Rostislav (with Chichagov) ...................flagship, H3227-3226
Iaroslav ................................................................H3224-3223
Rodislav ...............................................................H3221-3220
Iezekiil‘ ................................................................H3218-3217
Viktor ...................................................................H3215-3214
Pyotr .....................................................................H3212-3211
Iziaslav .................................................................H3209-3208
Kniaz’ Vladimir (with M-Pushkin) ......................H3206-3205
Elena ....................................................................H3203-3202
Pamiat’ Evstafii ....................................................G3234-3233
Vseslav .................................................................G3231-3230

Swedish fleet to break apart, leaving most of the Swedish rear 
out of command and unengaged. Fortunately, Chichagov’s fleet 
was also in some confusion as some ships attempted to maintain 
distance while others closed the range. This resulted in light 
skirmishing at several points along the Swedish and Russian 
lines. The fleets eventually separated and played a game of 
cat-and-mouse over the next several days that saw both sides 
jockeying for superior position while avoiding combat.

In the end, both fleets returned to port with minimal losses. This 
battle was quite balanced with the superior Swedish numbers 
matched by superior Russian firepower. One can speculate 
that the Swedes may have had the edge if the rear of the fleet 
had joined the battle sooner. This was the view of Prince Karl 
concerning the rear’s commander, Liljehorn, who received a 
court-martial following the battle. He was convicted and sen-
tenced to death, but was ultimately spared.

Turns: 24

Audacity: Swedish (0), Russian (1)

Wind Direction: 6
Maps: GHI

Special Rules:
1. The ships printed in bold red must form their own command. 
Following the Command Determination Phase on Turn 1, roll 
a die. If the roll is 2 or less, these ships function normally with 
no restrictions for the duration of the game. If the roll is 3 or 
more, these ships are Out of Command. Furthermore, they must 
back sails to the maximum extent allowed by Series Rule 3.6.10. 
Continue making this die roll during subsequent Command De-
termination phases until the Command Check is passed.
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Battle of Revel
2 May 1790 - The year 1789 had been as indecisive as the 
previous year. King Gustav took the opportunity to rearm and 
prepare a proper offensive plan to take the war to the Russians. 
Most observers had expected the Russians to win a quick vic-
tory in the opening months of the war due to their advantage in 
numbers, but they had not been able to bring about a decisive 
engagement. Gustav used this fact to sway public opinion in 
his country, and with this backing his fleet repaired, rearmed, 
and set out to launch a new strike against the Russian fleet as 
it awoke from its winter slumber.

Gustav’s target was the fleet at Revel and for once, Swedish 
timing was excellent. Russian Admiral Chichagov had ordered 
the fleet away from the docks and moored within the bay at 
Revel while a few ships sailed further out to reconnoiter. They 
did not have to travel far as they soon encountered the Swedes 
bearing down on them. Chichagov ordered his fleet into three 
ranks with the ships of the line masking the smaller vessels. 
The Russians seemed to be ready to receive a “Nile-like” at-
tack from an enemy force more than twice its size, but it never 
materialized. Although the Swedes had planned on doubling 
the Russian fleet to maximize damage, their plan was foiled 
due to heavy winds that made navigation difficult. Rather than 
call off the attack to wait for a better opportunity, the Swedes 
attacked anyway which proved their undoing. Owing to the 
weather, the Swedes were unable to properly coordinate their 
advance into the bay, allowing the Russians to maximize their 
superior firepower against the attackers. Several Swedish ships 
were dismasted and two (the Prins Karl and the Rikens Stander) 
were lost. The Russians suffered only a handful of casualties. 
Once again, the Swedes had failed to strike a fatal blow.

Turns: 12

Audacity: Swedish (0), Russian (2)

Wind Direction: 3 (Breezy)

Maps: HI

Shoals: Hc, Ia: – 1
  Hf, Ie, If: Automatic

Special Rules:
1. Anchoring is allowed and all Russian ships begin the scenario 
at anchor.
2. The optional defensive fire rule must be used.
3. For their two allowed shots per turn, the Russian ships may fire 
once from both broadsides or they may fire the same broadside 
twice. After a broadside has fired, place the appropriate Broadside 
Fired marker. If it fires again during that turn, flip the marker 
over. A single broadside may not fire twice in one activation 
(offensively or defensively).

SWEDISH:
Dristigheten ........................................................... I3513-3413
Riksens Stander .................................................... I3212-3111
Camilla ............................................................... I2910 (Dir 3)
Dygden .................................................................. I2709-2609
Kon. Adolf Frederik (with Modee) ....................... I2408-2307
Froja ................................................................... I2106 (Dir 3)
Gota Lejon ............................................................. 1905-1805
Eurydice ............................................................. I1604 (Dir 3)
Aran ...................................................................... I1403-1302
Prins Fredrik Adolf ............................................... I1101-1001

The remainder of the Swedish fleet enters through hex I1001 in 
Direction 3 with one hex between each ship. A ship may change 
direction as soon as its bow exits I1001. Ships may be held off 
board to come on as reinforcements in future turns, but they still 
must enter through I1001 in Direction 3:

Faderneslandet
Galathee
H Elisabet Charlotta
Vladislaff, Forsiktigheten
 Gustav III (flagship, with Prince Karl)
Drott Lovisa Ulrica
Prins Karl
D. Sofia Magdalina (with Lejonankar)
Omheten
Rattvisan
Vasa
Enigheten
Uppland
Gripen

RUSSIAN:
Kir Ioann ............................................................... I5118-5117
Mstislav ................................................................. I5115-5114
Venus ...................................................................I5112 (Dir 4)
Elena (with Khanykov) .......................................... I5110-5109
Iziaslav .................................................................. I5107-5106
Iaroslav ................................................................. I5104-5103
Rostislav (with Chichagov) .................... flagship, I5101-5134
G. Pobedonosets ..................................................H5132-5131
Boleslav ...............................................................H5129-5128
Saratov (with M-Pushkin) ....................................H5126-5125
Prokhor ................................................................H5123-5122
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Battle of Krasnaya Gorka (first day)
23 May 1790 - The war continued with additional opportuni-
ties lost. Gustav III landed more ground forces that managed 
to make some headway and gained a few small victories, but 
they were eventually forced to retreat after the various elements 
of the Swedish army failed to cooperate with each other. It be-
came clear that success on land was dependent upon success 
by the rowing fleets, and these in turn were dependent upon 
the ships of the line.
Not long after his defeat at Revel, Prince Karl was ordered 
out to support the coastal fleet. The Russians, learning of the 
attack on Revel, launched as many ships as they could muster 
to check Karl’s advance. A few weeks later, as the fleets began 
to close, the Russian fleet under Admiral Kruz was reinforced 
by a squadron of frigates, including eight new 38-gun rowing 
frigates. This was timely, as the following day the fleets came 
into contact. A few days later, both fleets formed lines and 
advanced into battle off of Styrsudden.
The Swedes and Russians were evenly matched with the frigates 
left to act as a reserve. In calm conditions, the vans of each 
fleet engaged first. The Russian frigates were keen to get into 
battle and attempted to attack through gaps in the Russian line. 
Unfortunately, this resulted in damage to their own ships of the 
line, and the commander of the Russian van quickly ordered 
the attacks halted. This did not stymie the frigates, and they 
proved their worth in calm conditions by advancing forward 
and around the vans with ease even as their larger brethren 
struggled to maintain headway. As successful as the frigate 
squadron was, the rest of the Russian line was vulnerable and 
in disarray with several gaps having opened. However, Prince 
Karl failed to notice them as he commanded from the safety of 
the Ulla Fersen behind the Swedish line. After a few hours of 
skirmishing, the fleets drifted apart.
Following a shift in the wind and an aborted attempt to reinforce 
their line with a large group of galleys, the Swedes attempted to 
reengage with the wind at their backs. Unfortunately, the Rus-
sians took advantage of the same wind to maintain the distance 
(although reports indicate that they did not bear away). In the 
ensuing gunfire, the Russians did more damage to themselves 
than to the Swedes owing to their own bursting guns. Damaged 
ships withdrew from the line, causing gaps that the Swedes at-
tempted to exploit. The fleets came together again briefly and 
exchanged several blows, but these were mostly ineffective. The 
fleets drew apart again, ending the day’s combat.
Turns: No turn limit. Play until one side fails a Break Check.

Audacity: Swedish (0), Russian (1)

Wind Direction: 2 (Calm)

Maps: GHI

Special Rules:
1. The Ulla Fersen may never fire upon an enemy ship. If an 
enemy ship moves within five hexes of Ulla Fersen, she must 
attempt to move as far away from all enemy ships until she is at 
least five hexes away again.

SWEDISH:
Dristigheten ..........................................................H4632-4631
Tapperheten ..........................................................H4629-4628
Finland .................................................................H4626-4625
Dygden .................................................................H4623-4622
Kon. Adolf Frederik (with Modee) ......................H4620-4619
Gota Lejon ...........................................................H4617-4616
Aran .....................................................................H4614-4613
Gripen ...............................................................H4611 (Dir 4)
Prins Frederik Adolf ............................................H4609-4608
H Elisabet Charlotta .............................................H4606-4605
Faderneslandet .....................................................H4603-4602
Vladislaff .............................................................G4634-4633
Gustav III (with Klint) .........................................G4631-4630
Forsiktigheten ......................................................G4628-4627
Drott Lovisa Ulrica ................................................ 4625-4624
Prins Ferdinand ....................................................G4622-4621
Uppland .............................................................G4619 (Dir 4)
Manligheten .........................................................G4617-4616
Omheten ...............................................................G4614-4613
D. Sofia Magdalina (with Lejonankar) ................G4611-4610

Rattvisan ..............................................................G4608-4607
Vasa ......................................................................G4605-4604
Enigheten .............................................................G4602-4601
Galathee ............................................................H5018 (Dir 4)
Eurydice ............................................................H5011 (Dir 4)
Froja ..................................................................H5007 (Dir 4)
Camilla ..............................................................H5001 (Dir 4)
Thetis ................................................................G5029 (Dir 4)
Zemire ...............................................................G5025 (Dir 4)
U Fersen (with Prince Karl) .............. flagship, G5232 (Dir 4)

RUSSIAN:
Ioann Bogoslov ....................................................H3632-3631
Pobedoslav ...........................................................H3629-3628
Dven Apostolav (with Sukhotin) ..........................H3626-3625
Ne Tron’ Menia ....................................................H3423-3422
Panteleimon .........................................................H3320-3319
Vseslav .................................................................H3517-3516
Kniaz’ Vladimir ...................................................H3514-3513
Iezekiil’ (with Spiridov) .......................................H3511-3510

Ches’ma (with Kruz) .............................flagship, H3409-3408
Prints Gustav ........................................................H3406-3405
Sv Nikloai ............................................................H3403-3402
Ianuarii .................................................................G3434-3433
Sysoi Velikii .........................................................G3331-3330
Amerika ...............................................................G3229-3228
Trekh Ierakhov (with Povalishin) ........................G3411-3410
Konstantin ............................................................G3110-3109
Pyotr .....................................................................G3407-3406
Briachislav ......................................................... I3404 (Dir 3)
Mstislavets ......................................................... I3402 (Dir 3)
Pomoshch ..........................................................H3434 (Dir 3)
A Gavriil ...........................................................H3432 (Dir 3)
Nikolai-c (with Denisov) ...................................H3231 (Dir 3)
Mariia ................................................................H3229 (Dir 3)
Aleksandr ..........................................................H3227 (Dir 3)
Pavel .................................................................H3225 (Dir 3)
Ekaterina ...........................................................H3024 (Dir 3)
Elena .................................................................H3022 (Dir 3)
Konstant-b .........................................................H3020 (Dir 3)
Aleksandra ........................................................H3018 (Dir 3)
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Battle of Krasnaya Gorka (second day)
24 May 1790 - After the previous day’s action, both fleets were 
relatively intact. They engaged each other again early on May 
24th with the action becoming general by five o’clock in the 
morning. Due to sailing errors, several ships in the Russian 
rear collided. The Swedes attempted to take advantage, but the 
Russian rowing frigates quickly came to their support. The fleets 
separated, reformed and reengaged over the next few hours. 
By 8:30, the fleets separated for good. Soon after breaking off, 
the Swedes learned of an additional Russian fleet on its way to 
join Admiral Kruz’s forces. Rather than getting caught by either 
force, the Swedes made for Vyborg Bay and a safer anchorage.

Turns: 18

Audacity: Swedish (0), Russian (1)

Wind Direction: 5
Maps: GHI

Special Rules:
1. The Ulla Fersen may never fire upon an enemy ship. If an 
enemy ship moves within five hexes of Ulla Fersen, she must 
attempt to move as far away from all enemy ships until she is at 
least five hexes away again.
2. This scenario is optimally played as a continuation to the first 
day. Once the fleets initially break off, reestablish the lines as 
closely as possible to the ships’ current positions. Position the 
ships in lines facing Direction 1 with twelve hexes between the 
opposing lines. Leave one hex between each ship. The frigates 
on each side may be part of the owning players’ option (noting 
the Ulla Fersen restrictions noted above) and placed within three 
hexes of any other ship of the line. All damage from the previous 
day’s battle is retained. During setup, damaged ships may be 
removed from the line at no cost in victory points.

SWEDISH:
Dristigheten ..........................................................H4533-4634
Tapperheten ..........................................................H4530-4631
Dygden .................................................................H4527-4628
Kon. Adolf Frederik (with Modee) ......................H4524-4625
Gota Lejon ...........................................................H4521-4622
Aran .....................................................................H4518-4619
Frederik Adolf ......................................................H4515-4616
H Elisabet Charlotta .............................................H4512-4613
Faderneslandet .....................................................H4509-4610
Vladislav ..............................................................H4506-4607
Gustav III (with Klint) .........................................H4402-4403
Forsiktigheten ......................................................G4433-4434

Drott Lovisa Ulrica ..............................................G4430-4431
Prins Ferdinand ....................................................G4427-4428
Manligheten .........................................................G4424-4425
Omheten ...............................................................G4221-4222
Drott. Sofia Magdalina (with Lejonankar) ...........G4418-4419
Rattvisan ..............................................................G4415-4416
Vasa ......................................................................G4212-4213
Enigheten .............................................................G4409-4410
U Fersen (with Prince Karl) .............. flagship, H4604 (Dir 1)
Uppland .............................................................H4817 (Dir 6)
Gripen ...............................................................G4521 (Dir 1)
Galathee ............................................................G5024 (Dir 1)
Eurydice ............................................................G5026 (Dir 1)
Froja ..................................................................G5028 (Dir 1)
Camilla ..............................................................G5030 (Dir 1)
Thetis ................................................................G5032 (Dir 1)
Zemire ...............................................................G5034 (Dir 1)

RUSSIAN:
Pobedoslav ...........................................................G3411-3412
Dven Apostolav ...................................................G3415-3416
Ne Tron’ Menia ....................................................G3419-3420
Panteleimon .........................................................G3522-3523
Vseslav .................................................................G3426-3427
Kniaz’ Vladimir ...................................................G3630-3631
Iezekiil’ (with Spiridov) .......................................G3633-3634
Ches’ma (with Kruz) .............................flagship, H3603-3604
Prints Gustav ........................................................H3506-3507
Sv Nikloai ............................................................H3410-3411
Ianuarii .................................................................H3313-3314
Sysoi Velikii .........................................................H3316-3317
Amerika ...............................................................H3319-3320
Trekh Ierakhov (with Povalishin) ........................H3422-3423

Konstantin ............................................................H3425-3426
Pyotr .....................................................................H3428-3429
Briachislav ........................................................G3012 (Dir 3)
Mstislavets ........................................................G3014 (Dir 3)
Pomoshch ..........................................................G3016 (Dir 3)
A Gavriil ...........................................................G3018 (Dir 3)
Nikolai-c (with Denisov) ...................................G3020 (Dir 3)
Mariia ................................................................G3022 (Dir 3)
Aleksandr ..........................................................G3024 (Dir 3)
Pavel .................................................................G3026 (Dir 3)
Ekaterina ...........................................................G3028 (Dir 3)
Elena .................................................................G3030 (Dir 3)
Konstant-b .........................................................G3032 (Dir 3)
Aleksandra ........................................................G3034 (Dir 3)
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Battles in the 
Black & Mediterranean Seas

Battle of Chios
24 June 1770 - In October 1768, the Turkish Sultan Mustafa 
III declared war on the Russian empire following border incur-
sions by the latter. It took about a year for the action to heat 
up, and in June 1770 the first major naval engagement of the 
war occurred. A Russian fleet under Alexei Grigoryevich Orlov 
learned that a Turkish fleet had anchored near the Greek town 
of Chios, near the Turkish coast. The Russian fleet approached 
the anchored Turks from the northeast, fanning out to form a 
line abreast opposite the Turkish battleships.

Once the fleets closed the range and began firing at each other, 
the effect of the Russian edinerogs became apparent as several 
Turkish ships burst into flames, including the Turkish flagship 
Real Mustafa. That fire spread to the Russian Sviatoi Evstafii 
Plakida which was in close contact with the Real Mustafa, and 
both ships exploded. It was at this point that the Turks cut their 
anchor cables and withdrew into the harbor at Ches’ma.

This defensive withdrawal proved to be decisively flawed. The 
Russian fleet dropped anchor outside of the harbor with four 
ships of the line, two frigates and a bomb ship, and proceeded 
to bombard the Turks with explosive shells. This was followed by 
an ineffective attempt to use fire ships. Even though the Turkish 
position was defensively strong, their ships were soon ablaze 
and trapped in the harbor. The Turkish fleet was destroyed, 
leaving the Russians in control of the eastern Mediterranean 
for the remainder of the war.

Turns: 8
Audacity: Turkish (0), Russian (2)

Wind Direction: 2
Maps: GH

Shoals: All shoals on map G are Automatic grounding. None of 
the shoals on Map H are in effect.
Special Rules:
1. The Turkish fleet begins at anchor. Anchoring is allowed by 
both fleets.

2. All shoals on Map G are Automatic grounding. 

TURKISH:
Hisn-I Bahri (with Ali Bey) ..................................G1513-1614
Semend-I Bahri ....................................................G1815-1915
Mesken-I Bahri ....................................................G2115-2216
Burc-I Zafer .........................................................G2416-2516
Mukadd. Seref (with Hassan) ...............flagship, G2717-2818
Peleng-I Bahri ......................................................G3018-3118
Ziver-I Bahri (with Cafer Bey) .............................G3319-3420
Ukaab-I Bahri ......................................................G3620-3720
Tilsim-I Bahri ......................................................G3920-4021
Seyf-I Bahri .........................................................G4221-4321
Rhodos .................................................................G2012-2112
SOL #06 ...............................................................G2312-2413
SOL #07 ...............................................................G2613-2713
SOL #08 ...............................................................G2914-3015
SOL #09 ...............................................................G3215-3315
SOL #10 ...............................................................G3516-3617

RUSSIAN:
Evropa ..................................................................H3501-3402
Evstafii Plakida (with Spiridov) ...........................H3203-3103
Trekh Sviatitelei ...................................................H2904-2805
Ianuarii .................................................................H2606-2506
Trekh Ierakhov (with Orlov) .................flagship, H2307-2208
Rostislav ..............................................................H2009-1909
Ne Tron’ Menia ....................................................H1710-1611
Sviatoslav (with Elphinstone) ..............................H1412-1312
Saratov .................................................................H1113-1014
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Battle of Otchakov
28 June 1788 - As a result of the previous war with Turkey, 
Crimea became a nominally independent state under the Rus-
sian sphere of influence. This independence did not last long, 
as Russian meddling brought about a shift in political power 
which allowed it to take full control of Crimea. Further Rus-
sian expansion south, including the founding of the new city 
of Cherson, led the Turkish sultan to declare war once again.

The focus of this struggle was the Liman, a vast lagoon at the 
mouth of the Dniepr River. The Russians held the fortress of 
Kinburn on the southern shore of the Liman, while the Turks 
held the fortress at Otchakov on the northern shore. Taking 
either of these forts would require naval support in the attack. 
The Russian fleet was comprised of a rowing navy under Prince 
Charles of Nassau-Siegen and several lightly-armed battleships 
under command of the American naval hero and adventurer 
John Paul Jones. Both men shared the rank of Rear Admiral 
and both hated each other (an enmity seemingly encouraged 
by the overall Russian commander, Prince Potemkin).

In mid-May, the Turks arrived at the Liman in force but only 
entered the lagoon with part of their fleet. The two sides be-
gan skirmishing immediately, and the Turks enjoyed a few 
minor successes while the Russians formed up for an attack 
on Otchakov. The Turks moved to intercept the rowing navy, 
but before the larger Russian vessels could engage, the Turks 
withdrew. They tried again nine days later, but their flagship 
ran aground in the shallows. Nassau-Siegen wanted to attack 
immediately, but the wind was against the Russian fleet. Even-
tually the winds shifted in the Russians’ favor, but by this time 
the Turkish flagship had managed to work itself free. By 4:00 
AM, the Russians were on the attack. The Turkish second-in-
command’s ship went aground in the Russian counter-attack. 
Nassau-Siegen immediately sent his left wing against this ship 
and destroyed it, even though it could have easily been captured 
(according to Jones’ account). Combat continued until 9:30 AM 
when the Turkish commander, the Kapudan Pasha, ordered his 
fleet to withdraw from the Liman before it suffered worse than 
the enemy. Both Nassau-Siegen and Jones took credit for the 
victory. The friction between these two men and the subsequent 
intrigue at the royal court led to Jones losing his command and 
being dismissed from the Russian Navy. It turned out to be his 
last command—he subsequently retired from active service and 
died four years later in Paris.

Turns: 24

Audacity: Turkish (0), Russian (2)

Wind Direction: 3
Maps: HGI (see Special Rule #1)

Special Rules:
1. Place Map G so that its xx34 edge is adjacent to Map I’s xx01 
edge. Place Map H on top of Map G so that Map H’s xx34 row 
is adjacent to Map G’s xx29 row. This leaves six hexes of Map 
G visible between Maps H and I.

2. If exiting the map through map edge xx01, Russian ships are 
considered sunk and Turkish ships are grounded. If exiting the 
map through map edge xx34, Turkish ships are considered sunk 
and Russian ships are grounded.

3. Anchoring is available to all ships. The Russian force begins 
at anchor.

4. The entire map area is considered one large shoal (with a zero 
modifier) for the Turks, whose ships were too deeply drafted for 
the Liman. At the end of each turn, roll a die for each Turkish ship 
to see if it runs aground, using the Grounding Table. In addition 
to modifiers on the table, apply –1 if within ten hexes of map 
edges xx01 or xx34. Apply –2 if within five hexes of these edges. 
This procedure is used in place of the standard grounding rules 
(i.e., Do not roll every time a Turkish ship enters a new shoal 
hex). Unlike the standard rule, Turkish ships that run aground 
in this fashion may remove this status if they do not fire during 
a following turn. Russian ships do not check for grounding.

TURKISH:
SOL #01 (with Hassan) ........................flagship, H1121-1022
SOL #02 ...............................................................H1125-1026
SOL #06 ...............................................................H1129-1030
SOL #07 ...............................................................H1133-1034
SOL #08 ...............................................................G1131-1032
SOL #09 ................................................................ I1101-1002
SOL #10 ................................................................ I1105-1006
SOL #11 ................................................................ I1109-1010
SOL #12 ................................................................ I1113-1014
Frigate #01 ........................................................H1925 (Dir 2)
Frigate #02 ........................................................H1929 (Dir 2)
Frigate #03 ........................................................H1933 (Dir 2)
Frigate #04 ........................................................G1931 (Dir 2)
Frigate #05 ......................................................... I1901 (Dir 2)
Frigate #06 ......................................................... I1905 (Dir 2)
Frigate #07 ......................................................... I1909 (Dir 2)
Frigate #08 ........................................................H1523 (Dir 2)
Frigate #09 ........................................................H1527 (Dir 2)
Frigate #10 ........................................................H1531 (Dir 2)
Frigate #11 ........................................................G1529 (Dir 2)
Frigate #12 ........................................................G1533 (Dir 2)
Frigate #13 ......................................................... I1503 (Dir 2)
Frigate #14 ......................................................... I1507 (Dir 2)
Frigate #15 ..........................................................I1511 (Dir 2)

RUSSIAN:
Vladimir-b (with J P Jones) ............... flagship, H4125 (Dir 5)
A Nevskii-c ........................................................ I4121 (Dir 5)
Skoryi-b ............................................................H4113 (Dir 5)
Kherson .............................................................H4117 (Dir 5)
Nikolai-b ...........................................................G4131 (Dir 5)
M Aleksan .......................................................... I4101 (Dir 5)
Boristen .............................................................H4121 (Dir 5)
Taganrog ...........................................................H4129 (Dir 5)
Ptchela ...............................................................H4133 (Dir 5)
B Turlenu ........................................................... I4105 (Dir 5)
Anna ....................................................................I4113 (Dir 5)
G Potemkin .........................................................I4117 (Dir 5)
Mailet ................................................................. I4109 (Dir 5)
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Battle of Fidonisi
3 July 1788 - After their troubles in the Liman while trying to 
relieve Otchakov, the Turkish fleet withdrew to intercept a larger 
Russian fleet on its way from Sevastapol. The two fleets met off 
the island of Fidonisi on 3 July. The Russians under Voynovitch 
were outnumbered two to one, but still turned to attack the Turks 
as they formed up. The Turks were in some disarray when the 
fleets came into contact. The Russian attack was nearly undone 
when their two leading ships sped off to chase their Turkish 
targets, leaving a gap in the Russian line. Fortunately the Rus-
sian second in command, Ushakov, quickly brought the rest of 
the line up to keep his aggressive captains from being cut off 
themselves. The Kapudan Pasha was caught down wind and 
in an awkward position. Though the Turks tried to engage the 
Russians, particularly their flagship, they could not effectively 
fight both the wind and the enemy. The fleets never came into 
close range, and after two hours of relatively long-range fire 
exchanges, the Turks withdrew. Voinovitch pursued the Turks 
for four days but was unable to close the gap and eventually 
lost sight of them.

Turns: 12

Audacity: Turkish (0), Russian (2)

Wind Direction: 5
Maps: G
Special Rules:
1. Beginning with the third turn, the Turks receive a second 
formation of ships (SOL 9-17 and Frigates 5-8). These ships ar-
rive in command between hexes 1801 and 2201, inclusive. The 
Turkish player may enter as few or as many ships in this group 
as he/she wishes each turn (it is unlikely that all will have room 
to enter in one turn). Any ships that are held off map may arrive 
on subsequent turns, but they still must enter the map between 
1801 and 2201 inclusive. All ships that enter as reinforcements 
remain in command (even without an admiral) until they come 
within twelve hexes of a Russian ship. Following this, they must 
adhere to Hassan Pasha’s command limits.

TURKISH:
SOL #01 (with Hassan) ........................flagship, G4012-3911
SOL #02 ...............................................................G3710-3610
SOL #03 ...............................................................G3409-3308
SOL #04 ...............................................................G3107-3007
SOL #05 ...............................................................G2806-2705
SOL #06 ...............................................................G2504-2404
SOL #07 ...............................................................G2203-2102
SOL #08 ...............................................................G1901-1801
Frigate #01 ........................................................G4010 (Dir 3)
Frigate #02 ........................................................G3407 (Dir 3)
Frigate #03 ........................................................G2804 (Dir 3)
Frigate #04 ........................................................G2201 (Dir 3)

RUSSIAN:
Preo Gospodne (with Voynovich) ..........flagship, G4823-4923
Pavel (with Ushakov) ...........................................G5124-5225
Apostol Andrei .....................................................G5426-5526
G. Pobedonosets ..................................................G5727-5828
Berislav .............................................................G4421 (Dir 6)
Fanagoriia .........................................................G6029 (Dir 6)
Strela .................................................................G4622 (Dir 6)
Legkii ................................................................G6230 (Dir 6)
Kinburn .............................................................G6431 (Dir 6)
Taganrog ...........................................................G6632 (Dir 6)
Perun .................................................................G6833 (Dir 6)
Pobeda ...............................................................G7034 (Dir 6)

Fedor Fedorovich Ushakov
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Battle of Kertch Strait
8 July 1790 - Following Fidonisi, offensive operations on 
both sides settled down, and 1789 was relatively calm. The 
indecisiveness of the actions in 1788 and the lack of opera-
tions in 1789 led to the dismissal of Voynovitch from the Black 
Sea fleet. Command fell to his subordinate, the quick-thinking 
Ushakov, who had saved the Russian fleet at Fidonisi. Ushakov 
immediately went on the offensive, cleaning up small groups 
of Turkish ships as he encountered them. Following a month 
of this activity, he finally encountered the main Turkish fleet 
off the coast of the Crimea and heading for the Kertch Strait. 
Ushakov pursued them for a week before finally forcing them 
into combat on 19 July.

The Turkish fleet slightly outnumbered the Russians and had 
the weather gauge, but this did not stop Ushakov from forming 
a line of battle and engaging. The Turks formed up in three 
lines with their battleships screening the smaller vessels. Given 
this formation, Ushakov followed suit and ordered his frigates 
into a protected position behind his own ships of the line. The 
Russians, being down wind, had a difficult time getting into ac-
tion, but a fortuitous change in wind direction allowed them to 
begin closing the range. The first two Turkish vessels to receive 
incoming fire suffered substantially, so they were withdrawn 
from the line and replaced with several frigates. Another shift 
in the wind allowed the Turks to extend the range again and 
withdraw before the Russians could engage in force. The cop-
pered bottoms on the Turkish ships allowed them to out distance 
and escape Ushakov’s fleet. But only temporarily.

Turns: 20

Audacity: Turkish (0), Russian (2)

Wind Direction: 1
Maps: GH

TURKISH:
SOL #01 (with Huseyn) ........................flagship, H4220-4320
SOL #02 ...............................................................H4521-4622
SOL #03 ...............................................................H4823-4923
SOL #04 ...............................................................H5124-5225
SOL #06 ...............................................................H5426-5526
SOL #07 ...............................................................H5727-5828
SOL #08 ...............................................................H6029-6129
SOL #09 ...............................................................H6330-6431
SOL #10 ...............................................................H6632-6732
SOL #11 ...............................................................H6933-7034
Frigate #01 ........................................................H4023 (Dir 6)
Frigate #02 ........................................................H4324 (Dir 6)
Frigate #03 ........................................................H4626 (Dir 6)
Frigate #04 ........................................................H4927 (Dir 6)
Frigate #05 ........................................................H5229 (Dir 6)
Frigate #06 ........................................................H3826 (Dir 6)
Frigate #07 ........................................................H4127 (Dir 6)
Frigate #08 ........................................................H4429 (Dir 6)

RUSSIAN:
Mariia Magdalina (with Golenkin) ......................H4202-4302
Vladimir ...............................................................H4503-4604
Ieronim ..............................................................H5303 (Dir 6)
I Bogos-b ..........................................................H4805 (Dir 6)
P Bogorod .........................................................H5605 (Dir 6)
Preo Gospodne .....................................................H5106-5207
Rozhd. Khristovo (with Ushakov) ........flagship, H5408-5508
G. Pobedonosets ..................................................H5709-5810
K Belozer ..........................................................H5906 (Dir 6)
P Apostol ...........................................................H6011 (Dir 6)
Aleksandr Nevskii-b ............................................H6312-6413
A Mediol ...........................................................H6208 (Dir 6)
Pavel ....................................................................H6614-6714
P Nestor .............................................................H6509 (Dir 6)
I Voinstven ........................................................H6811 (Dir 6)
Apostol Andrei .....................................................H6915-7016
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Battle of Tendra
28-29 August 1790 - Following the battle at Kertch Strait, 
Ushakov returned to Sevastopol to refit. Six weeks later he was 
back on the hunt. Early on 28 August, he found the Turkish 
fleet at anchor near Tendra. The Turks quickly raised anchor 
and began forming a line, as did Ushakov who steered for the 
enemy rear. It took a few hours for the fleets to properly form 
up, and this time the Russians held the weather gauge. The 
Turks maintained an advantage in numbers, but this was not 
enough to stiffen the resolve of their captains. The Turkish 
ships immediately began withdrawing and engaged in a run-
ning gunnery fight that lasted five hours. Their superior speed 
allowed all but the most damaged of the Turkish ships to slip 
away. Two stragglers were overwhelmed the following morning, 
one surrendering immediately while the other put up a stout 
resistance for five hours until it was completely dismasted by 
Russian fire. Ushakov recalled the pursuing fleet and returned 
to anchor. This was the last battle fought that year.

Turns: 24

Audacity: Turkish (0), Russian (2)

Wind Direction: 6
Maps: GH

TURKISH:
SOL #01 (with Huseyn) ........................flagship, G4824-4825
SOL #02 ...............................................................G4833-4834
SOL #03 ...............................................................H4808-4809
SOL #04 ...............................................................H4817-4818
SOL #05 ...............................................................H4829-4830
SOL #06 ...............................................................G4827-4828
SOL #07 (with Said Bey) .....................................G4830-4831
SOL #08 ...............................................................H4802-4803
SOL #09 ...............................................................H4805-4806
SOL #10 ...............................................................H4811-4812
SOL #11 ...............................................................H4814-4815
SOL #12 ...............................................................H4820-4821
SOL #13 ...............................................................H4823-4824
SOL #14 ...............................................................H4826-4827
Frigate #01 ........................................................G4433 (Dir 1)
Frigate #02 ........................................................H4402 (Dir 1)
Frigate #03 ........................................................H4405 (Dir 1)
Frigate #04 ........................................................H4408 (Dir 1)
Frigate #05 ........................................................H4411 (Dir 1)
Frigate #06 ........................................................H4414 (Dir 1)
Frigate #07 ........................................................H4417 (Dir 1)
Frigate #08 ........................................................H4420 (Dir 1)

RUSSIAN:
Mariia Magdalina (with Golenkin) ......................G6421-6422
G. Pobedonosets ..................................................G6424-6425
Pokrov Bogoroditsy ..........................................G6427 (Dir 1)
I Bogos-b ..........................................................G6430 (Dir 1)
Preo Gospodne .....................................................G6433-6434
Rozhd. Khristovo (with Ushakov) ........flagship, H6402-6403
Aleksandr Nevskii-b ............................................H6405-6406
Vladimir ...............................................................H6408-6409
Ieronim ..............................................................H6411 (Dir 1)
Apostol Andrei .....................................................H6414-6415
Pavel ....................................................................H6417-6418
P Apostol ...........................................................H6420 (Dir 1)
I Voinstven ........................................................H6423 (Dir 1)
P Nestor .............................................................H6426 (Dir 1)
A Mediol ...........................................................H6429 (Dir 1)
K Belozer ..........................................................H6432 (Dir 1)
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Battle of Kaliakra
31 July 1791 - The first half of 1791 saw very few naval op-
erations conducted in the Black Sea. The Turks unsuccessfully 
attempted to relieve attacks on their territory, and Ushakov 
unsuccessfully attempted to run down the Turkish fleet. It wasn’t 
until the end of July that Ushakov finally found the Turkish fleet 
at anchor near their fortifications at Cape Kaliakra. The Turkish 
ships were under the protection of guns on the heights above, 
so they were utterly surprised when Ushakov audaciously 
maneuvered to double the anchored fleet. This sent the Turks 
flying into a panic as they rushed to get under way as quickly 
as possible. Fortunately for them, the Russians were not formed 
up properly and spent some time getting into line, allowing the 
Turks to get organized.

As in past engagements, the Turks substantially outnumbered 
the Russians. This did not faze Ushakov, who actually jumped 
his flagship out of the line to engage the Turkish van as it began 
to come about to double the Russian van. The rear of the Rus-
sian fleet followed and the action quickly became general. The 
battle lasted for four hours until it became too dark to continue. 
By that point, the majority of the Turkish fleet had withdrawn. 
Once again, the Russians could not overtake them. Kaliakra 
was the last engagement fought between the Russians and the 
Turks during this period of reoccurring warfare. On the same 
day as this battle, negotiators signed an armistice and began 
formal peace negotiations. Six months later, they signed the 
treaty that ended the war.

Turns: 16

Audacity: Turkish (0), Russian (2)

Wind Direction: 6
Maps: GHI

Special Rules:
1. Any ship that leaves the map through the 70xx column is con-
sidered sunk (the Turkish ships have been intercepted by smaller 
Russian vessels and the Russians have wandered too close to the 
Turkish guns on the heights above).

NOTE: Special thanks to Mark Barker for additional clari-
fication on the order of battle for this scenario.

TURKISH:
SOL #01 (with Seydi-Ali) .....................................H4427-4426
SOL #02 ...............................................................H4421-4420
SOL #03 ...............................................................H4412-4411
SOL #04 (with Huseyn) .......................................H4403-4402
SOL #05 ...............................................................G4413-4412
SOL #06 ...............................................................H4424-4423
SOL #07 ...............................................................H4418-4417
SOL #08 ...............................................................H4415-4414
SOL #09 ...............................................................H4409-4408
SOL #10 ...............................................................H4406-4405
SOL #11 ...............................................................G4434-4433
SOL #12 ...............................................................G4431-4430
SOL #13 ...............................................................G4428-4427
SOL #14 ...............................................................G4425-4424
SOL #15 ...............................................................G4422-4421
SOL #16 ...............................................................G4419-4418
SOL #17 ...............................................................G4416-4415
Frigate #01 ........................................................G4034 (Dir 4)
Frigate #02 ........................................................G4031 (Dir 4)
Frigate #03 ........................................................G4028 (Dir 4)
Frigate #04 ........................................................G4025 (Dir 4)
Frigate #05 ........................................................G4022 (Dir 4)
Frigate #06 ........................................................G4019 (Dir 4)

RUSSIAN:
Ioann Bogoslov ....................................................G6603-6602
Makropleia ........................................................G6605 (Dir 4)
Vladimir (with Pustoshkin) ..................................G6402-6401
Pavel ....................................................................G6611-6610
Preo Gospodne .....................................................G6414-6413
Muchenik Leontiy ................................................G6417-6416
Navarkhiia .........................................................G6527 (Dir 4)
G. Pobedonosets ..................................................G6430-6429
Aleksandr Nevskii-b ............................................G6433-6432
Rozhd. Khristovo (with Ushakov) ........flagship, H6402-6401
Apostol Andrei .....................................................H6405-6404
F Stratilat ..........................................................H6407 (Dir 4)
Ioann Predtecha ...................................................H6410-6409
P Apostol ...........................................................G6518 (Dir 4)
P Nestor .............................................................G6701 (Dir 4)
Mariia Magdalina (with Golenkin) ......................G6521-6520
Sv Nikolai .........................................................G6523 (Dir 4)
T Konst-b ..........................................................G6525 (Dir 4)
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Battle of Mount Athos
18 June 1807 - The period of the Napoleonic Wars was an 
interesting time for Russia and Turkey. When the wars began, 
French actions brought the two nations together as allies, with 
their fleets cooperating in several operations. This alliance was 
not to last, however. By 1807, Russian incursions into Moldavia, 
Prussian losses at Jena, and clever diplomacy by the French 
caused the Sultan to ally with Napoleon. Turkey and Russia 
went to war once again.

The first month saw the British and Russian fleets in the Medi-
terranean and Black Seas unsuccessfully trying to drive the 
Turkish fleet from the Dardenelles and the Bosporus. As long 
as this area remained in Turkish hands, they controlled access 
to the Black Sea. The British were convinced that no amount 
of force could dislodge the Turks from their strong defensive 
position. Admiral Senyavin, commander of the Mediterranean 
expedition, was not so sure. A combination of surgical, high-risk 
attacks and superb maneuvering in and around the Dardenelles 
managed to dislodge the Turkish fleet and put the Russians in 
position for a decisive strike against it.

On 18 June, Senyavin struck the Turkish fleet in a manner 
similar to Nelson at Trafalgar. Senyavin formed his fleet into 
two columns sailing perpendicular to the Turks and sailed 
directly toward the Turkish flagships at the center of their line. 
As the Russians approached, the Turks fired all broadsides and 
severely damaged one of the leading Russian ships (the Rafail), 
which passed through the Turkish line. The next five Russian 
ships engaged the center of the Turkish line while the remainder 
moved to engage the Turkish van. A few hours after the battle 
started, the wind shifted in the Turks’ favor. However, their fleet 
was sufficiently fractured and the seas so difficult to navigate 
that the Russians had no problem keeping them in check. Hav-
ing been outmaneuvered and forced close to shore, the Turkish 
captains chose to ground their ships and burn the fleet rather 
than let it fall in to enemy hands. The Russians won a crushing 
victory, yet their British allies remained unimpressed. Admiral 
Collingwood (Nelson’s second at Trafalgar) referred to the 
engagement at Mount Athos as “a sort of battle.”

Turns: 8
Audacity: Turkish (0), Russian (2)

Wind Direction: 4
Maps: G

TURKISH:
Tevfik-numa .........................................................G3214-3314
Besaret-numa .......................................................G3515-3616
Jebel-andaz ..........................................................G3817-3917
Sedd-ul Bahr ........................................................G4118-4219
Mesudiye (with Seydi-Ali) ....................flagship, G4420-4520
Anka-yi Bahri (with Sheremet) ............................G4721-4822
Sayyad-I Bahri .....................................................G5023-5123
Gulbang-i-Nusrat .................................................G5324-5425
Kilik-I Bahri .........................................................G5626-5726
Taus-I Bahri .........................................................G5927-6028
Bedr-I Zafar .........................................................G3620-3720
Nessim .................................................................G3921-4022
Iskenderiya ........................................................G4223 (Dir 6)
Meskeni-ghazi ......................................................G4524-4625
Fakih-I Zafar ........................................................G4826-4926

RUSSIAN:
Rafail ....................................................................G5414-5513
Selafail .................................................................G5712-5812
Moshchnyi ...........................................................G6011-6110
Tverdyi (with Seniavin) ........................flagship, G6309-6409
Skoryi ...................................................................G6608-6707
Sil’nyi ..................................................................G5616-5715
Uriil ......................................................................G5914-6014
Iaroslav ................................................................G6213-6312
Retvizan (with P Grieg) .......................................G6511-6611
Elena ....................................................................G6810-6909
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Gathering the names of the ships involved in the battles included 
with this volume of the Flying Colors series posed a few prob-
lems:

The first was the availability of the ship names, particularly those 
being part of the Turkish forces. Only now, two centuries later, 
are those names beginning to be discovered. This is why you’ll 
find counters named and numbered as “SOL” or “Frigate” where 
ship names were unknown. As the scenarios were being finalized, 
some of these discovered names came to light. Unfortunately, the 
counter mix for the game had already been established, so it was 
not possible to incorporate the new details. Hopefully, updated 
versions of the scenarios with proper ship names will be made 
available in future.

The second challenge was in getting the spellings of the ships 
correct. Most of the sources for this volume were Russian, so the 
spellings tend to lean toward those phonetics. For those players 
who trace their backgrounds to the nationalities portrayed and 
who are annoyed by improper spellings, please accept this apol-
ogy (hey, we tried!).

Another challenge in creating a game on the Imperial Russian 
Navy and its opponents during the age of sail is actually present-
ing the names of the ships on small counters. Unlike nationalities 
in previous volumes of the Flying Colors series, the antagonists 
presented herein showed a clear aversion to brevity. Presented 
below is a list of ship names that were abbreviated in order to 
fit them on their counter and their full name.

Turkish Ships
Counter Name Ship Name
Avnilan-y N Avnilah-y Nusrat
Badi-I N Badi-I Nusrat
Bed-I N Bed-I Nusrat
Besir-I Z Besir-I Zafer
Feyz-I M Feyz-I Mirac
Gurre-I N Gurre-I Nusrat
Keyvan-y A Keyvan-y Avar
Mecra-yi Z Mecra-yi Zafer
Menba-I N Menba-I Nusrat
Mujde R Mujde Resan
Mukadd. Seref Mukaddeme-I Seref
N-y Avar Nusrat-y Avar
Pertev-I N Pertev-I Nusrat

This illustrated example of play is taken from the Mt. Athos scenario. 
We’ll be focusing on the actions of just a few ships on both sides—the 
rest are assumed to be fighting it out on other parts of the map. Play-
ers are encouraged to set up the ships in their starting positions and 
move them along with the replay. These movement codes are used to 
note how each ship moves:

# = number of hexes moved forward
S = starboard turn
P = port turn
B = back sails

Wind direction: 5

RUSSIA (Audacity: 2)
Rafail ....................................................................G3022-3121
Selafail, Full Sails ................................................G3220-3319 
Tverdyi (w/Seniavin), Full Sails,  ........................G3519-3619
 2 rigging damage

TURKEY (Audacity: 0)
Mesudiye (w/Seydi-Ali) ......................................G3325-3426
Sedd-ul Bahr, 10 hull damage ..............................G3024-3124
Jebel-andaz (Damaged), 7 hull damage ...............G2622-2722
 14 rigging damage
Besaret-numa .......................................................G2320-2421

It is getting late in the game and the lead Russian ships have finally 
closed the distance with their Turkish opponents. Earlier in the game, 
the Russian player concentrated his fire against two Turkish ships, 

Russian Ships
Counter Name Ship Name
A Gavriil Archangel Gavriil
A Mediol Sviatoi Amvrosii Mediolanskii
A Nevskii-c Aleksandr Nevskii
Anna Sviatoi Anna
B Turlenu Bogumater Turlenu
Dven Apostolov Dvenadtsat’ Apostolov
Evstafii Plakida Sviatoi Evstafii Plakida
F Stratilat Fyodr Stratilat
G Potemkin Grigorii Potemkin
G. Pobedonosets Sviatoi Georgii Pobedonosets
I Bogos-b Ioann Bogoslav
I Voinstven Ioann Voinstvennik
Ieronim Sviatoi Ieronim
K Belozer Kirill Belozerskii
Kniza’ Vladimir Sviatoi Kniza’ Vladimir
Konstant-b Konstantin
M Aleksan Malyi Aleksandr
N Blagopol Nadezhda Blagopoluchiia 
Nikolai Chudotvorets Sviatoi Nikolai Chudotvorets
P Apostol Pyotr Apostol
P Bogorod Pokrov Bogoroditsy
P Nestor Prepodobnyi Nestor
Pomoshch Pomoshchnyi
Preo Gospodne Preobrazhenie Gospodne
Pyotr Sviatoi Pyotr
Rozhd. Khristovo Rozhdestvo Khristovo
T Konst-b Tsar’ Konstantin

Swedish Ships
Counter Name Ship Name
Drott Lovisa Ulrica Drottning Lovisa Ulrica
D. Sofia Magdalina Drottning Sofia Magdalina
H Elisabet Charlotta Hedvig Elisabet Charlotta
Kon. Adolf Fredrik Konung Adolf Frederik
Kron. Gustav Adolf Kronprins Gustav Adolf
U Fersen Ulla Fersen

A NOTE ON SHIP NAMES EXAMPLE OF PLAY
Sedd-ul Bahr and Jebel-andaz. Both suffered significant hull damage 
and Jebel-andaz is now in serious trouble with only 6 Hull Hits re-
maining. The Turkish player targeted the rigging of the Russian ships 
in order to stop them from getting too close, but most of his fire was 
aimed at the rear of the Russian line. Seniavin’s ships have thus far 
managed to survive relatively unscathed and are now poised to break 
through the Turkish formation.

Wind Adjustment Segment
dr = 3
no change

Command Determination
Seniavin and Seydi-Ali are the only Commanders present, so 
the command options for both sides are fairly straightforward. 
Both players declare formation commands encompassing all of 
their ships.

Initiative Determination
Russian die: 7 (+2 for Seniavin’s command quality) = 9
Turkish die: 6 (+1 for Seydi-Ali’s command quality) = 7

The Russian player wins the initiative and chooses to take the first 
activation.

Activation Cycle
The Russians activate Seniavin’s command.

Rafail (4 MPs): 2 (fires starboard broadside at Jebel-andaz)

Situation at the start of Turn 6
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Rafail immediately moves in for the kill, attempting a stern rake on 
Jebel-andaz that could potentially knock her out of the game.

Relative Rate 3 @ range 1 = 12 FP, +1 white RR symbol, +2 
Audacity, +1 carronades = 16 FP

Firing at the hull
Stern rake attempt: dr = 6 (–2 Audacity, –2 stern rake, +1 range) = 3
Stern rake succeeds, all hull damage doubled
Hit Results Table: dr= 4 (no modifiers apply) = 4HR which 

becomes 8HR
Jebel-andaz reaches maximum hull damage capacity and is 

marked with both Dismasted and Vulnerable (not pictured) 
markers

Rafail’s attack succeeds in spectacular fashion, rendering Jebel-andaz 
little more than a floating wreck for the rest of the game. Jebel-andaz 
may no longer fire and can only drift for the last three turns. In addi-
tion, she will have to check for both striking and sinking during the 
Ship Status Check Phase. If she fails either of those, the Turkish player 
will need to pass a Break Check at the end of each turn in order for 
the game to continue.

Rafail continuing movement: 2
The Russian player could have chosen to also fire Rafail’s port broad-
side at Sedd-ul Bahr before moving the final two hexes, but he decides 
to save it for defensive fire opportunities.

Selafail (6 MPs): 4-S-1-B
Not content to merely let the Jebel-andaz fail one of her striking or 
sinking checks, the Russian player sees an opportunity to score even 
more points. Since Jebel-andaz is Dismasted, she is now vulnerable 
to Grappling attempts which could result in her capture during Melee 
combat. In the final hex of her movement, Selafail enters Jebel-andaz’s 
starboard hex and attempts to grapple.

Jebel-andaz evasion attempt
dr = 6 (+1 ship Damaged, +1 original 

Relative Rate of 3) = 8
Evasion is unsuccessful

Jebel-andaz rolls to evade the grappling at-
tempt but fails on a result of 8. Evasion in this 
case does not mean that the ship is maneuver-
ing to avoid being grappled, but rather that 
the crew is cutting away grappling hooks, 
dislodging ladders, and generally frustrating 
the attempts of the Russians to board their ship.

Selafail grappling attempt
dr = 2 (+2 Marine difference) = 4
Grapple succeeds

Selafail needed a good roll due to the pen-
alty for her lower Marine value, and she got 
one. The Russian player places a Grappled 
marker between the two ships. The Melee will 
be resolved after all activations have been 
completed.

Tverdyi (6 MPs): 5 (fires port broadside 
at Sedd-ul Bahr)
Sedd ul-Bahr uses defensive fire with her starboard broadside

Relative Rate 3 (due to hull damage) @ range 2 = 9 FP, –1 black 
RR symbol = 8 FP

Firing at the rigging
Hit Results Table: dr= 4 (+1 firing into the wind, +2 target at 

Full Sails) = 7 = 3R
Seniavin wound check = 1 = no effect

Starting next turn, Tverdyi’s movement allowance will be reduced 
by one.

Tverdyi resolves her fire
Relative Rate 4 (due to having Full Sails raised) @ range 2 = 7 

FP, +2 Audacity = 9 FP
Firing at the hull, using edinerogs

The Russian player decides to gamble and use Tverdyi’s edinerogs, 
hoping to cause even more damage to Sedd ul-Bahr while also avoid-
ing a gunnery accident.

Hit Results Table: dr= 9 (+3 edinerogs) = 12 = 4H
Sedd ul-Bahr fire check: dr = 6 = no effect

With 14 Hll Hits, Sedd-ul Bahr will suffer a +2 Relative Rate penalty 
to all her outgoing fire for the rest of the game. Had she rolled a 4 or 
less for the fire check, she would also be on fire. If Tverdyi’s unmodi-
fied die roll had been 3 or less, she would have suffered 1 Hull Hit 
and been forced to make a fire check of her own, needing a 4 or more 
to prevent flames from breaking out.

Tverdyi continuing movement: 1
The Russian activation is now complete. They have put themselves in 
a good position to potentially capture a Turkish ship and score double 
the normal amount of victory points, but in doing so they have exposed 
themselves to counterattack. Rafail is particularly vulnerable, and the 
Turkish player decides to take advantage of the opportunity that has 
been presented to him.

Next Activation
The Turks activate Seydi Ali’s command.

Besaret-numa (5 MPs): B-P-1-P-2 (fires port broadside at 
Rafail)

Relative Rate 3 @ range 4 = 6 FP
Firing at the hull
Hit Results Table: dr= 3 (–1 firing into the wind) = 2 = H

Mesudiye (5 MPs): 1-S-1-P-1
The last hex that Mesudiye enters (G3123) is also Sedd-ul Bahr’s 
starboard hex. Per 3.7.1, both ships now have masked broadsides. 
Sedd-ul Bahr’s starboard broadside is already marked as fired, so 
there is no further effect for her. Mesudiye must place a Fired Port 
marker to show that that broadside has been expended for this turn.

The Turkish player declares that Sedd-ul Bahr will use the Turk-
ish movement bonus

Sedd-ul Bahr (6 MPs): 2-P-1
Entering G2723, the Turkish player announces that Sedd-ul Bahr 
will attempt to Pass-Along (3.6.14) Rafail on the Russian ship’s 
starboard side.

Rafail evasion attempt
dr = 1 (+1 original Relative Rate of 3) = 2
Evasion is successful

The Turkish player took a chance in declining the opportunity for a 
stern rake on Rafail and instead going for Point Blank Fire (3.7.9). 
Doing so required a successful Pass-Along of Rafail so that Sedd-ul 
Bahr could use her unexpended port broadside. Since Rafail passed 
her Evasion Check, the Russian player announces that Sedd-ul Bahr 
must Pass-Along to port of Rafail. This means that the Sedd-ul Bahr 
will have to clear the bow hex of Rafail before getting a chance to use 
her port broadside, and it will not be Point Blank fire (although there 
will be a chance for a bow rake).

Sedd-ul Bahr continuing movement: 2-P (fires port broadside 
at Rafail)

Relative Rate 4 (+2 due to hull damage) @ range 1 = 10 FP, –1 
black RR symbol, +1 carronades = 10 FP

Firing at the hull
Bow rake attempt: dr = 9 (+1 range) = 10
Rake attempt fails
Hit Results Table: dr= 5 (–1 firing into the wind) = 4 = 2H

With all ships having completed their movement, the Russian player 
now gets to find out if his successful grapple was worth it! Almost im-
mediately, however, he realizes that he has overlooked an important 
rule. According to 3.8.1, the attacking ship must be able to muster 
at least as many Melee Combat points as the defender. In this case, 
the Melee Combat points for both sides will come entirely from their 
Marine values. The Russians are outnumbered 4 to 6, meaning they 
cannot initiate Melee! The Turkish player, knowing a good opportunity 
when he sees one, decides to initiate it on his own.

Melee Combat
Selafail Melee Combat value = 4
Jebel-andaz Melee Combat value = 6
Melee Combat ratio = 1:1 (6:4 rounded down in favor of Selafail 

due to her lower Relative Rate)
Both sides will roll 1 die:

Turkish roll = 2
Russian roll = 3

Defender wins
Selafail dodges a bullet and remains in Russians hands for now. The 
two ships remain grappled.

Ship Status Check
Ship Fires: none
Drifting
Selafail and Jebel-andaz drift one hex with the wind. Jebel-andaz 
ends in G2522-2623 with Selafail adjacent in G2622-2722

Striking
Jebel-andaz has 3 or fewer Hull Hits remaining and is Dismasted 
with no friendly ship closer than the Selafail. She must roll to 
see if she strikes.

dr = 5 (no modifiers)
Jebel-andaz strikes

Her captain sees the writing on the wall and strikes the colors. If 
Selafail is still grappled with her at the end of the next turn, she will 
automatically capture the Turkish ship. Selafail will still need to roll 
to disengage from Jebel-andaz if she wants to get underway. Once 

two ships become entangled, they do not 
easily separate even when nobody is shoot-
ing at you!

Sinking
N/A since Jebel-andaz struck her colors. 
If she had passed, she would now roll to 
check for sinking.

Remove Broadside Markers

Victory Determination
The Turkish player must make a Break 
Check due to the loss of Jebel-andaz.
dr = 7 (–2 Turkish Break Off penalty) = 5 
= NE

The Turks pass the Break Check, and 
play proceeds to the next turn.
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